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Let L={xr< .== <x,,} be a linear extension of a finite partially ordered set P. A pair (Xi, Xi+ 1) 
forms a bump in L whenever Xi<Xi+ 1 in P. We give an effective solution for the problem of 
finding a linear extension with a minimum number of bumps when the width of P is two. 
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1. Introduction 
Let P be a finite partially ordered set, called a poset. A linear extension of P is 
a total ordering L = {xi < l -• CX,,) of P such that Xi<Xj in P implies Xi<Xj in L. A 
bump occurs in a linear extension L of P if two consecutive elements inL are related 
in the ordered set. This paper deals with the following problem, called the bump 
number problem. Given a finite poset P, find a linear extension of P with a 
minimum number of bumps. In the language of scheduling this may be rendered as 
follows. Given a set of jobs to be performed on a single machine one at a time, 
certain precedence onstraints imply that some jobs cannot be started unless certain 
other jobs have been completed. However any time a job is performed immediately 
after a job which is constrained to precede it, there has to be a “bump” which 
causes apenalty. The problem is to find a schedule which minimizes the number of 
penalties. 
Let L={xl< l *a <x,,} be a linear extension of a poset P. The pair (Xi, xi+ 1) 
forms a bump inE if Xi<Xi+l in P. We define b(L)= I{il(Xi,xi+l) is a bump in L)I, 
and the bump number of P by 
b(P) = min{ b(L)1 L is a linear extension of P} . 
Obviously, the bump number of any antichain is zero. Also, it is easy to show 
that, if P is a bipartite poset (P does not contain a three-element chain), then either 
b(P) = 0 or P is a complete bipartite poset and b(P) = 1. Actually, there are only 
simple classes of posets for which the proble has a known polynomial-time 
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solution. For instance Fishburn and Gehrlein [4] have proposed polynomial 
algorithms for interval order posets (P is an interval order if it does not contain a 
subposet {a, b, c, d} where LI < tP and cc d are the only comparabilities among these 
elements) and for partial semiorder posets (P is a partial semiorder if it does not 
contain a subposet {a, b, c, d} where a< b < c are the only comparabilities among 
these elements). Both of the solutions are based on the greedy algorithm. 
A linear extension L = {xt C l -- ex,} of P is greedy if it is constructed inductively 
as follows. Choose Xi+ 1 minimal in P- {xl, . . . . Xi} which mirimizes the number of 
bumps in x1 < l . . CXi<Xi+ 1 l An equivalent formulation is this. L is a greedy linear 
extension if Xi <Xi + 1 in P implies that Xi< Xj in P for every @E i+ 1. We call a linear 
extension of P optimal if its bump number equals b(P). A basic result due to 
Fishburn and Gehrlein [4] is that every poset has a greedy linear extension which 
is optimal. 
The purpose of this paper is to present apolynomial algorithm, which we call the 
a-algorithm, for the bump number problem in the class of posets of width two. 
These are the posets with no three-element antichain. The a-algorithm is based on 
the idea of having the first bump as late as possible in the linear extension. 
Finally, notice that the opposite problem, called “the jump number problem”, 
which consists of finding a linear extension with a maximum number of bumps has 
been extensively studied the last few years. Many classes of poscts for which the 
jump number problem has a polynomial-time solution are known. For instance this 
is the case for posets of width two (Chein and Habib [l]), posets of bounded width 
(Colbourn and Pulleyblank [2]), cycle-free posets (Duffus, Rival and Winkler [3], 
and N-free posets (Rival [S]). Other contributions to the jump number problem are 
by Rival and Zaguia [6] and Syslo [7]. 
2. The a-algorithm for finding the bump number of a poset of width two 
Let P, and P2 be two ordered sets. The direct sum of PI and Pz, denoted by 
P1@P2, is the set PIUP ordered as follows: x~y if and only if x,y~Pi and x~y 
in Pi or XE PI and y E P2. An ordered set P is indecomposable if it is neither the 
direct sum nor the disjoint sum of two suborders of P. 
It is enough to consider indecomposable posets of width two. In fact if P is the 
disjoint sum of two chains C, and Cz, where (C, 12 lC& then it is obvious that 
Also, if P is the direct sum of P1 and P2, P= P1@P2, then 
b(P) = b(P,) + b(P2) + 1. 
Let P be an indecomposable poset of width two. We consider two maximal chains 
It is easy to see that Ct fK?z = 0. Indeed if 
XE Ct n Cz, then x is comparable to every element in P and thus P will not be 
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indecomposable. Henceforth, we denote by P an indecomposable poset of width 
two, and by C’t and Ca two maximal chains in P such that P= Cl UC,. 
For every x in C’i, i = 1 or 2, let 
D(x)={Y~CilY~x), 
I(x)={y+lj#i and yrx). 
Let 
A(P)= (xePllD(x)l= Il(x)l). 
It is easy to show by induction on IPI that for every poset P, A(P)#O. Indeed, if 
ICilz lC”l where i+j, then consider the element x in Ci such that ID(x)1 = IC”l. If 
11(x)1 = ICjl, then xeA(P). Otherwise consider PI =D(x)Ul(x). We have lP,l< IPI 
and by the inductive hypothesis there is a YE A(Pt) G A(P). 
Here is an easy lemma that we shall use to define the a-algorithm. 
Lemma 2.1. Either A(P) = {sup Cr,sup Cz}, in which cause we define o(P) by 
a(P) =sup Ct, or A(P) has a minimum element, in which case we define a(P) = 
min A(P). 
Proof. Assume that A(P) contains two minimal elements x1 and x2 such that 
x+C~ and x+C2. And suppose that x1 #sup Cr. Thus ID( = Il(x,)l and 
I D(x2)I = i I(x However x1 w ~2 p so x1 E 1(x2) and x2 E 1(q). Therefore D(x2) C 
I(q). Thus 
Therefore D(q) =1(x2) and D(x2) = I(q). This means that x1 and x2 have the same 
upper covers in P and since x1 #sup Cr , x1 and x2 have at least one common upper 
cover. This contradicts the fact that P is indecomposable. Cl 
For the posets illustrated in Fig. 1, we denote by Cr the chain containing the xi 
and C2 the chain containing the Yi. For instance x1 is the minimum element in 
A(P,), where PI is the poset illustrated in Fig. l(a). And we can easily check that 
every optimal greedy linear extension of PI must start with the chain containing x1, 
that is x1. Also, x1 is the minimum element in A(P2). In order to get an optimal 
greedy linear extension, we must start with x1. So, the only such greedy linear 
extension of P2 will start with x1 <Yt <x2<x3. Now, again we have to choose 
between y2 and x4. Here also, we must choose y2 to get an optimal linear extension. 
And y2 is just the minimum element in A(P2 - {x1, x2, x3, y1 }). 
The idea of the o-algorithm for constructing reedy linear extensions i to give 
a preference, whenever possible, to the minimal element which belongs to the same 
chain Ci as a(P) at that step., 
We construct a linear extension L = {x, e l ex,) of 
following procedure. 
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Step 1. Choose x1 BS a minimal element in P that belongs to the same chain Ck 
as a(P). 
Step 2. Assume that xl, . . . , Xi, ic n, have been constructed and suppose that 
O(Pi) E Ck, where Pi = (P- {xl, . . . . xi}). Choose Xi+ 1 as a minimal element in Pi 
that is noncomparable toXi, if there is any; otherwise, choose Xi+ 1 minimal in Pi 
that belongs to Ck. 
We refer to a a-linear extension at any greedy linear extension constructed by 
following the a-algorithm. The main result in this paper is that the a-algorithm 
always produces an optimal inear extension for indecomposable posets of width 
two. 
Theorem 2.2. Let P be an indecomposableposet of width two. Then every a-linear 
extension of P is optimal. 
3. &oaf of the optimality 
Notice that P will always 
of the o-algorithm 
denote an indecomposable poset of width two. Also C’, 
and C2 will denote two maximal chains on which the a-algorithm is based and 
Ct U C2 = P. Before we give the proof of Theorem 2.2, here are some preliminary 
lemmas that we shall use. 
emma 3.1. Let L = {xl c l . . cx,) be a greedy linear extension of P and let 
xk = o(P j. 
(i) If (Xj, Xj+ 1) is the first bump in L, then 
(ii) xl - xl + I for every i c k and xk 
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roof. (i) Assume that (+,xj+ l) is the first bump in L. Thus xi-xi+ l in P for 
every iC j. So xi and xi+ l belong to different chains from C1 and C2. Suppose that 
xl E Cr. Therefore X~ ECI whenever i< j and i is odd. Also Xi E C2 if i< j and i is 
even. Now if xj E C then 1 
D(+)={x~[ lrirj and i is odd}. 
1&j) = {Xi 115 is j and i is even}. 
Therefore I.D(xj)) = I1(xi)l + 1. If we suppose that xi’ C2, then we obtain o<xi) = 
1(+). For the case xl E C2, we use the same argument above. 
(ii) According to (i), if (xj, xj+ *) is the first bump in L then 
Il<xi)l= lo<xj,lrll<xj>l + l* 
If)l(xj)l = ID(x then xi E A(P) and so xk ‘xi. This proves (ii). Now assume that 
ID(xi)I = I1(+)] + 1. We way assume that X~E Ci. Since P in indecomposable, 
]D(inf Cr)r [1(inf Cr)l. Let y be the least element in Cr such that yrxj and 
ID( L I&y):. Assume that (D(y)1 > II(y)1 and let y’ be a lower cover of y in Cl. 
Then ID(y)1 = ID( + 1 and IrCy’)I 5 I1(y)I. Thus lO( r II and this contra- 
dicts the choice of y. Therefore ID(y)1 = II(y)l. This implies that YEA(P). So 
xk = a(P)q. Thus the statement (ii) holds. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppose Cr contains xl ~~25 0.0 SX, and C2 yl sy2 5 l zs 
ys, and assume w.1.o.g. that ~(P)=x~E Cl. We proceed by induction on IPI. 
Case 1: k = 1 (i.e. xl = a(P), i.e. xl <y2 in P). Let L * be an optimal greedy linear 
extension of P and assume that L * starts with yl. Since L * is greedy it must 
continue with xl after yl. Furthermore, xl cannot be followed by x2 since in this 
case interchanging y1 and x1 would reduce the number of bumps in L *, contra- 
dicting the optimality of L * (yr “x2 by P being indecomposable). Therefore inter- 
changing yl and xl does not increase the number of bumps in L *. 
Thus w.1.o.g. we can assume that there is an optimal greedy linear extension 
L, =ulcu2< l ** < u, with ul =x1. Let L2 = ul < u2 c l < u,, be a a-linear extension 
of P. Since xl = a(P) we have u1 =x1 =tar. If (Ui, Ui+ 1) is the first bump in Ll, then 
Uj= uj for every jri and (Ui, Di+r) must be the first bump in L2. By the inductive 
hypothesis, however, the o-linear extension Ui+l< Ui+2< l ** CO, of P- {ales ~2, . .. . Vi) 
has at most as many bumps as ui+r<Ui+2< l e* CU, and SO Q(L2)r~(L1). 
case 2: xk = o(p) with k> 1. Let L1 = ul < u2< l <u, be an optimal greedy 
linear extension and L2 = v1 c v2< l ** < vn a a-linear extension of P. Wy mma 
3. l(ii) there is no bump in Lr or L2 before xk and both must be alternating ween 
Cr and C2. Thus LI is such that L, l = zq c u2c - < i&k ._. 2 is a linear extension of 
29 **a, yk- 
imilarly up into L2, = v, < v2< 9.’ 
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L22=U2k_f<Uqk< l go <U,, where vl=xl, v2=y1,.o.,v2k_3=X~_l, v2k_2=&+ 
v2k- 1 =xk, 02k =.b We observe that by the definition of G(P) we also have 
xk = a(P2) and so L22 is a a-linear extension of P2. Thus by the inductive hypothesis 




We are grateful to the referees for the improvements in the proof of our main 
theorem. 
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